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What we’ve accomplished in the past week/what we’ve been researching

Abdula Eljaam - Worked on the design document and proposed some use cases to the client

and got his feedback. Filmed the lightning talk for the design document.

Aman Agarwal - Worked on the design document and shared ideas with the client and the

advisor.  Also, prepared the lighting talk for the assignment.

Shagun Bansal - Discussed some use cases for the project and went over the design document

due this week, with the faculty. Then, later in the week, worked on the design document with

the team.

Isaac Reed - Explored ideas on various frameworks that could be used. Worked on the design

document and weekly report.

Cole Dulaney - Shared brainstorm ideas with the client, and worked on the design document.

Seth Platt - Worked on the design doc, due to a busy week did not have much time to help

outside of that. Contributed to discussion with client on use cases. Determined a better

understanding of where we are headed.

Yuichi Hamamoto -Worked on the decision making matrix in the design document. Also, I

worked on Broader context.
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What we’re planning to do in the coming week

Abdula Eljaam -Work on the testing assignment and get feedback from our client on our

progress.

Aman Agarwal - Work on the upcoming assignments and finalize on other software and

technology decisions.

Shagun Bansal - Work on assignments and presentations due.

Isaac Reed - Work on the Testing Assignment due next week.

Cole Dulaney - Continue working on assigned documentation and reports, and adjusting for

feedback from our client.

Seth Platt - Work on the testing assignment.

Yuichi Hamamoto - Start working on testing assignments.

Issues we had in the previous week

Abdula Eljaam - The design document formatting troubled us a little bit as we didn’t have much

experience in the diagrams required from us.

Aman Agarwal - The design plan was a little confusing without any example and the information

in the template was a little vague. But with the help of our advisor, we were able to figure most

of it out.

Shagun Bansal - Had some conflicts with the meeting time which were soon resolved. Decided

to have an extra team meeting this week to catch up on some work.

Isaac Reed - Was confused about some parts of the design document.

Cole Dulaney - I had to work on the document over the weekend due to being kept late at work

Seth Platt - Due to conflict was not able to attend the team meeting. When scheduling the team

meeting time I noted that there would be conflicts some weeks during this time.

Yuichi Hamamoto - There was a little bit of confusion with the design document.


